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6 At ISue ' 6 FLORA FAGO': SMOKING CIGAR 

By Carter P. Smith By Sheryl Smith-Rodgers, 

11 Texas star fungus. not only looks like a cigar, 
8 Mali C al-l i even puffs 'smoke.' 
Our readers share their ideas. 

" 
" TEXAS READER: 

10 SILVER" CYCLIST GLORY OF THE' SILVER KING 
By Alan Fisher By Mike Cox ' 

Senior bike rider spins through Texas parks for Tarpon have faded in Texas, but book keeps their tales alive.  

exercise and entertainment.  

SKILL BUILDER: 
12PARK .PICK: TWINKLE TOUR BACKYARD BIRD BUFFET 

By Sheyl Smith-Rodgqrs By Nany and lJohn'Herror, 

" Lake Tawakoni celebrates holidays with illuminated displays. Customize a holiday feast for your feathered guests.  

3 WILD TH'ING: 2 Three Day s in the Field 
POP GOES THE WEASEL. By Wendee Hoitcamp 

By Sheyl Smith-Rodgers Walk Through the Bottomlands: Old-gp-owth forests provide a 

Long-tailed weasels are rarely seen cousins backdrop for wildlife watching in Lake Jackson.  

of skunks and badgers.  

48 Legend, Lore & Legacy 
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Subscribe now to receive 10 issues for $20 and give a gift subscription at no additional cost.  
That's two subscriptions for $20! 
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City State ZIP 

E-mail 
Please e-mail me offers from Texas Parks & Wildlife Magazine and other carefully selected sources.  
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Gift To: 
Name 

Address 

City State ZIP 
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JESSE CANCELMO made his first scuba dive in 1969 

on a visit to Bermuda, and he was hooked. Since then he's stoked 

his passion by diving around the globe, from World War II 

wrecks off of NewJersey to the coral reefs of Papua New Guinea.  

For more than 25 years he's captured stunning images of under

sea wildlife in the Gulf of Mexico, and his latest book, Texas Coral 

Reefs, is a celebration of the undersea 

treasures off our coastline. Photo

graphing this month's "Deep, Dark 

and Dangerous" required competen

cies in both technical (trimix) diving 

and cave diving. Jesse was "mix certi

fled" in I998, and his logbook 

includes tech dives on the Andrea 

Doria off Long Island and the Brine 

Seep near the East Flower Garden 

Bank reef. To dive Goodenough 

Spring safely, Jesse completed all four 

stages of cave diving training.  

NA L I AIII JOHN HERRON are a conservation 

couple, starting in their high school days when they led commu

nity efforts for the first Earth Day. Nature-watching and outdoor 

recreation are a part of their work and play. Today, John heads 

conservation programs for the Nature Conservancy of Texas, 

and Nancy is the director of outreach and education for TPWD.  

John is a former director of TPWD's wildlife diversity program.  

They teamed up to 

write about backyard .  

bird feeders in this 

month's Skill Builder 

column, and they say 

they enjoy relaxing near 

strategically placed bird 

feeders in their subur

ban backyard.  

ALAN FISHER is a producer, photographer and editor 

for the Texas Parks & Wildlife TV series, which airs weekly on Texas 

PBS stations. When he learned that Fred Schmid, a 78-year-old 

mountain biker, had been spotted on some of the toughest trails 

at Big Bend Ranch State Park, Alan knew he had an interesting 

person to profile, in video and print. After meeting the Schmids 

one afternoon in Waco, Alan filed this month's Scout article. His 

video story, which also follows Fred in a mountain bike race at 

Palo Duro Canyon, will air on the Texas Parks & Wildlife TV series in 

January. When Alan 

- .is not traveling Texas 

on shoots, he enjoys 

hiking, biking and 
kayaking. Alan can 

sometimes be seen 

commuting to TPWD 

headquarters by bicy

cle with colleagues.
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A ISSUE
FROM THE PEN O F CARTER P. S M IT H 

The raindrops came and went without much evidence that they'd been here at all. They vanished, right 
back up into the cloud bank, if you could call it such -wispy little formations with just enough gray makeup to 
engender false hopes of fall showers. Such has been the story of the rain, or more accurately, the lack thereof, 
in the La Nina year of 2011.  

Suffice it to say, most of Texas needs a drink. A long one.  

According to those who pronounce such things, Texas is now officially in the midst of the driest one-year peri
od on record and the second-longest drought in recorded history. The longest, of course, was the fabled 
drought of the '50s, a time frame that my older country friends tell me I should be thankful I never knew.  

So my frame of reference is now. And, the effects of this prolonged parching of the state's lands, waters and 
wildlife habitats are pretty grim. Springs have quit spouting their life-giving waters. Creeks and streams no longer 

flow, and playas, ponds and other wetlands have long since held their last pools of water. Rivers can't muster much 
of a flow into our rapidly receding lakes, much less our bays and estuaries, creating atypically high levels of salin-
ity in our coastal waterways.  

Statewide, the land itself has taken on new shades of deep browns and bright yellows, 

depressing to the eyes and spirit. Trees are showing their stress, and many have succumbed 
to the pressures of the wilting heat, paucity of rainfall and withering winds. In the eight 
counties around Houston, one study estimated that more than 60 million trees had died 

from the drought. In parts of West Texas and the western Hill Country, entire hillsides 
of juniper have died, giving a kind of surreal, bright-red "New England fall-like" appear

ance to the landscape.  

If that wasn't enough, 4 million acres of Texas were affected by the year's wildfires, 
including a number of your state parks and wildlife management areas. And, while fires 

are a natural part of the ecology, these fires have been less than welcome in most places.  
Fueled by unnaturally dry forests, pastures and grasslands, high fuel loads and exception

ally sharp winds, the wildfires have scorched a landscape that was already stressed from the 

searing intensity of the year's drought.  

Nowhere were these conditions more evident than the catastrophic fires that raged

COp._ 

h L f

through the Lost Pines around Bastrop. Driven by 30 to 40 mph winds, the fire hit the canopies of the 
drought-stressed pines and ripped through the forest without much to stand in its way. More than 95 percent 

of the 6 , OOO-acre Bastrop State Park was torched, leaving a million or so dead standing trees in the fire's wake.  
If there was a bright spot, it was the herculean efforts put forth by firefighters from TPWD's State Parks and 

Wildlife divisions who worked valiantly with other firefighters to protect the park's historic CCC cabins, refec
tory and other buildings. Aided in major part by heavy machinery, water trucks and operators donated by Al 

Niece, Comanche Ranch, Holt Cat, Jimmy Evans Construction, Mustang Excavating and TxDOT, our firefight
ing teams were able to protect the park's historic buildings, thereby giving us a starting place to rebuild. With an 

added boost from a generous grant from the Meadows Foundation, we're working hard to reopen parts of the 
state park.  

Droughts and fires have long been a part of a Texas landscape known for its mercurial weather patterns. Many 
long-range forecasts suggest they may both be here for a while longer. So will we, of course, stewarding your lands, 
waters, fish, wildlife and parks through good times and bad ones.  

Thanks for caring about Texas' wild things and wild places. They need you more than ever.  

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Texas Parks and Wildlife Department mission statement: 

To manage and conserve the natural and cultural resources of Texas and to provide hunting, fishing 
and outdoor recreation opportunities for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.

6 * DECEMBER 2011
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PICKS, PANS AND PROBES FROM OUR READERS

LETTERS
Courage, dedication and a deep and abiding respect for the awesome forces 
of nature. During my five years at Texas Parks & Wildlife, I've witnessed these qualities in 
abundance in my colleagues who strive daily to advance our mission, in our partners 
across the state who volunteer for symbiotic causes and in those freelance artists who 

allow us to share their words and images on these pages. This issue shines a light on 
three diverse examples of the passion that drives us all.  

I can't recollect the exact day that it stopped raining in my neck of the woods, but I

will always remember when the Lost Pines of Bastrop exploded into an 
inferno. Valiant struggles saved the historic cabins of Bastrop State 
Park, but families in 1,600 homes lost everything in the blink of an eye.  
At a TPWD benefit for our 14 newly homeless colleagues, I served bar

becue next to a man whose family escaped death by only a few moments.  

"This is where the fire was when they knocked on my door," he said, 
showing a photo of a wall of flames a mere 50 yards away from his house.  
"This is what's left there today." Nothing but a tiny pile of rubble.  

Oddly, in a time where springs and rivers dried up and turned the 

landscape into what looked more like Mars than Earth, photographer 

Jesse Cancelmo and writer Rae Nadler-Olenick were flummoxed by a 

determined spring that pushed them back from their mission to doc
ument the country's deepest known underwater cave system, Good

enough Spring. They spent two years preparing and waiting for the right 
conditions, only to be turned away by the flow time and again. Even on 

his last, finally successful attempt, Jesse was smashed against the cave wall 
by a powerful surge but luckily sustained no injuries.  

It's impossible to overstate the dangers faced by those who fight fires 
and those who explore mysterious underwater caves. When we think 

about the spirit of America, these are the kinds of people who spring 
to mind - workers surrounded by a raging firestorm and divers who

-

I fully understand 
reduction in ann 

and free copies, b 
to lose this inform 

of educat 

JOYCE Hl 

Tool

fearlessly swim past the mangled equipment of those who previously dared the depths.  
These are the people who run toward disaster to save lives and who document the 

unknown so the rest of us may learn from it.  

This dedication can also be found in the animal rescue volunteers profiled by Rusty 
Middleton. There are many groups such as these across the state - mothering 

orphaned animal babies, washing oil from pelican wings, protecting sea turtle nests 
staffed primarily by unpaid volunteers. Their only reward is personal satisfaction 
from knowing they have saved precious lives.  

I am reminded of the words of Kathleen Dean Moore, who spoke in October at the 
inaugural SXSW Eco Conference in Austin about the ethics of preserving our natu

ral world: "You find your calling at the intersection of your great joy and the world's 
great need." It is my great joy to present to you this month a bittersweet bouquet of love 
and suffering, of tragedy and triumph, as hopeful green shoots emerge in the charred 

landscape and as winter rains swell our dwindling waterways.  

LOUIE BON D 
E D ITO R
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NO MORE KEEP TEXAS WILD Received my October issue and, like so 

many subscribers, read ours from cover 

to cover. I even sent it to some friends 

who I knew would enjoy the articles, pho
tos, etc. However, I noticed in the last two 

issues I didn't see the educational por
tion titled Keep Texas Wild.  

I always cut this out and 

give it to my grandson who 

loves the articles ... one 

month I forgot and he asked 

me about it! He will turn 13 

tomorrow and loves to hunt 

and fish with his Pawpaw, 

who taught him from when L he was a toddler. But after 

reading At Issue from the 

executive director, Carter P.  

Smith, I realized that this 

d about the educational piece must have 
ual issues been caught in the budget 
ut I'm sorry cuts. I fully understand 
ative piece about the reduction in 
ion. annual issues and free 

SER copies, but I'm sorry to lose 

this informative piece of 

education, and maybe one 

day it will return again. Our youth are 

the future who one day will take special 

care of our land, water and parks and dis

cover new and wonderful resources going 

forward into the centuries to come.  

JOYCE HISER 

Tool 

TP&WMAGAzINE RESPONDS: Unfortunately, 
Keep Texas Wild did fall victim to the budget cuts.  

All 36 editions are available for free download at 

www.tpwmagazine.com (plus supplemental teach 

ing plans).  

WRONG PLANT T he article "Poison Ivy Primer" 

(Scout, October 2011) is very 

informative. However, the photograph
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MAIL CALL
of poison ivy on Page I is misidenti

fied (compare it to the correct photo 

on Page II). The plant is fragrant sumac 

(Rhus aromatica), which occurs through

out the distributional range of poison 

ivy and poison oak in Texas.  

Like poison ivy and poison oak, fra

grant sumac has three leaflets, but the 

terminal leaflet of fragrant sumac has a 

very short stalk, and the blade is tapered 

toward the base.  

The terminal leaflet of both poison 

ivy and poison oak has a long stalk, and 

the blade is not tapered toward its base 

(see photos on Page II). Also, the hairy 

berries of fragrant sumac are reddish, 

whereas those of both poison ivy and 

poison oak are smooth and white.  

RAY C. TELFAIR II 

Certified Wildlife Biologist 

Whitehouse 

MEMORIES OF TEXAS K friend from church took a vacation to 

y home state of Texas and brought 

back a wonderful gift, Texas Parks & Wildlife 

magazine. As I read the article "Plight of 

the Bobwhite," I could hear them calling 

me back home. Then I read 3 Days in the 

Field, a visit to Brownwood. I could taste 

the barbecue as if I were heading to Brady 

to visit Papaw Todd. And finally, "For the 

Birds" made me wish I could be sitting on 

the tailgate, watching the summer sun fade 

into autumn. Thanks for the memories of 

my youth in the Lone Star State.  

TODD HESS 

Duluth, Minn.  

MORE PHOTO TIPS 
aving just presented workshops to 

l the San Antonio and DeWitt 

County camera clubs on taking sharper 

pictures, I was pleased to see the article 

"Keeping It Steady" by Earl Notting

ham. May I add a couple of tips that 

were not mentioned? 

The first is that when using a tripod, 

the image stabilization control for a dig

ital camera should be turned off. Not 

doing so will result in blurred rather 

than sharp pictures.  

The second tip is to carry a pocket

sized "table top" tripod when the full

sized item would be impractical. The

miniature tripod can be set up on a rock, 
log, truck hood or just about anywhere.  

They are especially handy when taking 

close-ups of wildflowers. They allow you 

to easily get down low at the flower's level.  

Also, I would like to reiterate what Earl 

says about getting a good tripod - get the 

best you can. A cheap, flimsy tripod is more 

trouble than it is worth. Good article.  

TIM KIRKLAND 

San Antonio 

MCNEIL IS AN INSPIRATION 
received an email copy of the Sep

ltember article (At Issue) about Leon 

McNeil. I have hunted with Leon for 

many years and have always been 

enchanted by his volunteer work. To 

appreciate Leon and his organization 

City Kids Adventures, one needs to 

spend some time with him in the field.  

A truly enlightening experience is to 

watch Leon gently whisper to his dogs 

while teaching youngsters about con

servation and safety, and to join him 

for an easy lunch outside in the crisp

fall weather to hear about what he will 

do next to help the next group of kids.  

He is such an inspiration that an entire 

book should be written about him, his 

charitable work and the adventures he 

has exposed these kids to. Leon is one 

of those few people you meet in life who 

you know immediately has been sent to 

Earth to make it a better place by 

empowering kids who have otherwise 

been left behind.  

LAWRENCE S. SEARCYJR.  

Alexandria, La.  

Let us hear from you! 
Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine 

welcomes letters from our readers.  
Please include your name, address 

and daytime telephone number.  
, . at 

Texas Parks & Wildlife magazine, 
4200 Smith School Road, 

Austin, TX 78744.  
Fax s at 512-389-8397.  

Email us at magazine@tpwd.state.tx.us.  
We reserve the right to edit letters for length and clarity

"For the Love of Texas" is a beautiful coffee table collection 

of stunning Texas landscapes combined with quotes from 

some of our most notable Texans such as Nolan Ryan, Lyle 

Lovett, Bum Phillips, George H.W. Bush, and many more.  

A great gift for all Texans or those who wish they were!

tBaseball greet Nolan Ryan 
-'a"ographs his faree landscape.  

l4 ff the tLv 1 -q January 14, 

What better gift to give or receive than an 

afternoon and evening of wine tasting in quaint 
stores around Brenham's downtown historic 
district! A one-of-a-kind keepsake wine glass 
and priceless memories for just $25! 

www.BrenhamUptownSwirl.com

www.LoveOfTexas I 75.com 
All proceeds benefitWashington-on-the-Brazos

2012! 

town / 
DOWNTOWN BRENHAM 2012 

C -p
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Senior bile rider spins through Texas parrs for exercise and entertainment.

It is said that life seems to pick up 
speed as we age. That's certainly true for 
Fred Schmid, though not in the tradi
tional sense. While some seem content to 

let their senior years pass tnem by, 
Schmid is spending his in the fast lane.  
He recently celebrated his 78th birthday 
but shows no signs of slowing down.  

We meet for lunch at a Waco restaurant, 

where my greasy enchilada plate looks a 
bit heavy next to Schmid's soup and salad.  
At a glance, with his short-cropped gray 
hair and lean build, he could be mistak
en for any other retiree in the room, but

Schmid is in better shape physically than 
most middle-age folks, or even the 

restaurant's young waitstaff. As he puts it, 
"I never have been one who sat around 

much. My wife tells me I'm hyperactive." 
Schmid's wife, Suzanne, is responsible 

for much of his momentum -she bought 

him a bicycle in '994 after his retirement, 
and he has been pedaling ever since. They 
often train together. On any given day, 
you can find Schm:d on the trails at 

Waco's Cameron Park, although, speed
ing by on his mountain bike, he might 
appear as only a colorful blur of Lycra

and spandex.  
It's worth noting that while Schmid 

warmed up to riding bikes immediate

lv, it did take him awhile to adopt the 

fancy clothing.  
"When I first started, I rode in jeans," 

Schmid recounts, "and then pe ople said, 
'Well, you know you're more conspicuous 

riding that way than ycu would be if you 
wore Lycra britches."' 

He shakes his head and asks doubtfully, 
'An old guy with Lycra britches?" He 
then adds with a grimace and laugh, "You 

know, I'm from the cld school.''

IO * DECEMBER 2011
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As Schmid's passion for mountain bik
ing grew, he eventually came around to 

the clothing. And today his collection of 
bright jerseys includes some flair to be 

proud of - the rainbow striping on his 

sleeves and collar indicates that Fred has 

won a world championship in his age 
group. (Actually, he's won two.) He and 

Suzanne have traveled across Texas, the 

United States and Canada for competi

tions in road racing and mountain bike 
racing, and Schmid holds national titles 
in both kinds of cycling.  

"Frankly, I've never analyzed why I do 
it; it's just a challenge to do," Schmid says.  
"I like winning, obviously, but I like rid
ing, and I like riding in competition." 

Of course, along with all his victories, 
there have been a few races that didn't go 

so well. While warming up in a wet park
ing lot in 2005, Schmid took a spill that 
resulted in a broken hip and two surger

ies. The injury kept him out of the saddle 
for a while, but he credits his fitness for a 

quick recovery. Within months of his sur

geries, he was racing again.  
As Schmid clips into his pedals, I notice 

a fresh set of bandages on his knee.  

"Yeah, I was racing and crashed," he 

says nonchalantly. Either Schmid is 
tougher than most people, or mountain 

biking has made him that way. Regardless, 
he is living proof that the sport isn't just 

for fearless riders in their 20s. Schmid 
didn't start until he was in his 6 0s.  

"Try hard and your skills will improve," 

he advises.  
Fortunately, Cameron Park's 20 miles 

of trails offer something for every rider 
and happen to be right across the street 
from Fred and Suzanne's home. But the 

Schmids are also big fans of Texas state 

parks and the varied terrain they offer 

cyclists of all skill levels.  
"The opportunities are endless," 

Schmid says, listing several parks they've 

visited, from Cleburne to Palo Duro.  
"I've raced a lot of these places, and I'd 
like to come back and take an easy ride 
and just look at the scenery." 

During his many rides and races, 

Schmid often meets people who take 
inspiration from his trail-tackling tal
ents. If you ever see him ride, prepare to 

be impressed. And if you are under 60, 
prepare to feel a little ashamed of yourself 

if you've ever felt too old to try something 

new. Clearly, revealing that hidden possi

bility in others is rewarding to Schmid.  
"I like the fact that people look at me 

and say, 'Well, maybe I can continue to 
be athletic and in reasonably good 
health for a long time,"' he says.  
Indeed, an afternoon of keeping up 
with Schmid substantially raises one's

Opposite and this page Fre cId n 8, haY ld an actv te oR et emn. He took 

ap runtai biin 1 acis 0s. Thsdf he rcedirt Paio 0 o Cany 

bar of personal expectations. Suzanne pedal down the path for home.  
As our day draws to a close, I am left In an instant they have vanished around 

with one last question for Schmid: "So, the bend. I have to remind myself that he 

does riding keep you young?" is 78 years old, and suddenly the answer 

"Boy, I hope so," Schmid responds to my question seems rather obvious. * 

with a chuckle.  
We say our goodbyes, and Fred and -Alan Fisher 
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Texas 
Star Cut Blue 

Topaz 

The official state stone of Texas is 
the dazzling "star cut" blue topaz.  

Improving on the cut, we have added 
facets that result in a clearly amazing 

display of the "triple star' effect.  

PD-001-12 Pendant (12mm) - $600 
ER-001-8 Earstuds (8mm) - $875 
CH-002 18" Rope Chain - $560 

Texas' 
Birthstone Ring
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Labe Ta ahoni celebrates holidays with illurrlil lated displas.
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actual size

If you were born in Texas then the 
star cut blue topaz is your birthstone.  

Each topaz is set in 14k two-tone gold 
and comes with a "Native Texan" 

Birthstone certificate. Limited 
quantities, so be sure to order early! 

RG-009-8 (8mm) - $1275 
(shown above) 

Rg-009-9 (9mm) - $1525

'fexaxs' 
Evening Ster 

The Lone Star has never looked so elegant.  
kThe state stone of Texas, blue topaz, 
radiates the beauty of a lone evening star.  

Set in 14k white or yellow gold.  
PD-018 Pendant - $1125 
ER-018 Earrings - $1650 

CH-006 18" Snake Chain - $425 

Visit our website! 
Swww.KirkRootDesigns.com 

, 1 (8 0 4) 299 - 5 47 5

1 (512) 346-1780 
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No matter the season, patio lights 
strung across a camping rig's awning cre

ate a cozy ambiance. For the holidays, 
enthusiastic campers spruce up their sites 

with extra lights, glittering decorations 

and glowing displays.  
"Of course, the more you put up, the 

more you have to take down," jokes John 
Blackmon, a Mesquite resident who plans 
to deck out his campsite for this month's 
Twinkle Tour at Lake Tawakoni State 
Park, located 50 miles east of Dallas. "It's 
lots of fun," Blackmon adds. "Last year, 
my family and I handed out candy canes 
to visitors, too." 

The after-dark festivities - set for 
Saturday, Dec. 1o, from 6 to 9:30 
p.m. -will feature hayride tours of lit

up campsites. "Our Twinkle Tour fol
lows a Christmas parade and bazaar 

during the day in nearby Wills Point," 
says park manager Donna Garde. "As 

part of the event, we also serve hot 

chocolate and cookies." 
Other times of the year, abundant 

wildlife, wooded hike-and-bike trails, 
shady campgrounds and easy access to 
water make this 376 -acre park a favorite 
with visitors. It's also a best-kept secret 

among birders, with the best viewing 

below the dam.  

"Our park list has 245 documented 
bird species, including 31 species of war
blers," Garde says. "White pelicans winter 

on the lake, and it's not uncommon to see 

eagles and osprey hunting for fish. In the

spring, bluebirds nest in boxes through
out the park." 

Lake Tawakoni, which stretches across 

more than 36, 000 acres, draws swim

mers, skiers and paddlers. Anglers hook 

largemouth bass, catfish and crappie.  
TPWD personnel also stock striped and 

hybrid bass. Located on the reservoir's 
south-central shores, the state park offers 

78 multi-use campsites with concrete 

pads, electricity and water (some also have 

sewer connections).  

With the addition of a new amphithe

ater, Garde expects to schedule more 

park events, such as concerts and nature 

programs. "We're also going to show 
family movies," she adds.  

In August 2007, Lake Tawakoni State 
Park gained worldwide attention when a 

park ranger, while mowing along a 
remote trail, came upon towering trees 

shrouded with gigantic webs and millions 

of spiders. In one weekend, more than 

3,300 people hiked the trail to see the 
strange phenomenon. "The webs are 

long gone, but we still get calls about 

them," Garde chuckles.  
Lake Tawakoni State Park is located 5 

miles north of Wills Point. For more 
information, call 903-560-7123 or visit 

www. tpwd. state. tx. us/laketawakoni.  

Camping fees will be waived the second 
night for those who decorate for the 
Twinkle Tour; call the park for guidelines 
and other information. * 

-Shegyl Smith-Rodgers
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A few years ago, Jody Mays, a 
wildlife biologist at Laguna Atascosa 
National Wildlife Refuge in South 
Texas, had just sat down in the pre 
serve's outdoor amphitheater when 
she heard a rustling noise.  

"I looked over toward the paved 
walkway and around the curve came a 

long-tailed weasel, bounding up and 

down with a huge rat in its mouth," 

she recalls. 'That rat was nearly as big 
as the weasel, which was why the 

weasel had to literally jump as it car
ried the rat along." 

Mays, who kept extra-still the 
whole time, watched as the weasel 

struggled along the sidewalk, then 
disappeared from view. "That was my 
first time to see a weasel that close 
up," she recalls. "I was lucky to see 

one during the day since they're

mostly active at night." 

Long-tailed weasels occur across 
Texas except for the Panhandle. The 
slender-bodied, short-legged carni
vores - aggressive when threatened 

are related to black-footed ferrets, 

minks, badgers, river otters and skunks.  

Smaller than a black-footed ferret, 

Texas' only native weasel is caramel-col

ored on top and buttery yellow under

neath. Body lengths vary from 12 to 20 

inches, black-tipped tail included.  
For its small size, the long-tailed 

weasel is a fearless hunter that can 

tackle larger prey using the element 

of surprise. Rodents and other small 
mammals, birds and their eggs, 

small reptiles and insects make up a 

weasel's diet.  
The weasel makes dens in ground 

burrows under stumps or beneath rock 

piles to have its young, called kits. It 
usually uses abandoned holes dug by 
other ground-dwelling animals, and 
lines the burrow with dry grasses and 
the fur of its prey.  

In the summer, weasels use their 

foul-smelling scent gland to locate 
breeding partners. Males may also 

mark territory with the musk. After 

mating, embryos remain dormant 

until the following spring. Around 
April, females bear and feed three to 
eight young. * 

-- Sheryl Smith-Rodgers
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<2 yearS ago we created 
the first or our Texas Bluebonnets 

In celebration of this anniversary we have 
taken another beloved Texas wildflower, 
the Indian Paintbrush, and recreated it 
using a varying array of fine sapphires, 

fancy yellow diamonds, and green garnets 
set in 18k gold that truly captures the 

vibrant colors of this distinct Texas native.  
Chain is additional.  

PD-185 Pendant- $1995 
ER-185 Earrings- $3495 

CH-045 Wheat Chain- $450

actual size

1~

The official state flower of Texas comes 
alive in a unique design of diamonds, blue 

sapphires, green garnets, and 18k gold.  
Chain is additional. Available in yellow 

or white gold.  
PD-022 Lg. Pendant- $2275 

ER-007 Earstuds- $3325 
CH-002 Rope Chain- $560 

Visit our website! 
www.KirkRootDesigns.com 

1 (8 0 0) 299-5475

i ( 1 2) 34 6-178 0
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T1s min aide and Tcxas inspired.  
These enchanting i-ik gold and diamond 

longhorns are an elecart itway to 
display your Longhorn pride.  

Also available in white or orange gold.

I hese looghor "s are bea iutibly set a lil 
orange sapplni e> as earn gs or a pendant 
Avaaibe in yellow, whit, or orange gold 

PD-1-70 Pendant - $425 
ER-170 Leverback Earrings - $425 

CH-002 18" Rope Chain $560

ite ing na or s nig 

White balantce'settings compensate for variations in li htl.

I

I
Ilneho( rns tla; i Inn t irsit_ -ant coirn n. 4 

Is :y~i ale at yelloo t fz is, lat scold_.  

RG098m irn in 15

More Longhorn Designs at 
www.KirkRootDesigns.com 

F 1(800) 299-5475 
(512) 346-1780 

10000 Research Blvd. #126 
AsstinTX 78759
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Ikeft uses the daylight setting while shooting in shade, resulting in a bluiab a 
photo on the right shows the warmth gained from using the shade setting.

The human eye is a remarkable 
tool. Unlike film or digital sensors, it 
not only can distinguish between bil
lions of individual colors but also 
compensates so that colors appear 

realistic regardless of the conditions 
under which they are illuminated.  

For instance, our eyes perceive a 

white shirt as "white" or a gray object 
as "gray" whether they are outside on a 

sunny day, under the shade of a tree or 

inside a room lit by various light 
sources. Alas, film and digital sensors 
do not have the ability to recognize the 
lighting conditions (and hence the 
color of the light source) under which 
the photograph is being made.  

This is why we are often disappoint
ed when photos taken without a flash 
inside a room lit by regular tungsten 
light bulbs take on a yellowish-orange 
cast and those taken under fluorescent 

bulbs appear a ghastly green.  
With traditional film, options are 

limited regarding the ability to com
pensate for different light sources.  
Most films are "daylight" balanced, 
meaning that photos shot with direct

sunlight or flash would yield pleasing 
colors. The alternative is ' Tpe B" 
film, which is color-balanced :c com
pensate for the warm color iriherent 

in tungsten lighting. If you acciden
tally shot Type B film outside, your 
image would have a very strong blue 
cast. Numerous colcr-compensating 

filters are commonly used to make 

colors appear accurate under differ
ent light sources when using film.  

Thankfully, digital cameras offer an 
easier solution to the issue of getting 
accurate color under almos: any light
ing condition, particularly when cap
turing images as JPG files (we'll save 
RAW files for a later column). It's 
called white balance, and every digital 
camera has several preset and cus

tomizable settirngs that allow the user to 
fine-tune white balance for a aarticu
lar lighting situation, the equ-palent of 

using color-compensating filters with 
traditional film.  

The white balance choices are gen
erally found in the menu cr functions 
screen of the camera and consist of 
several presets represented ky icons



Achieving 
'White 
Balance' 
\ AUTO 

- DAYLIGHT

,,,.
CLOUDY 

SHADE 

TUNGSTEN 

FLUORESCENT

FLASH 

IIA CUSTOM

Here is a summary of the basic white balance 
settings and what they do: 

" Auto - Good for general snapshots. Makes a guess of the 
overall light.  

" Daylight - For shooting under normal sunlit sky.  
" Cloudy - Corrects for the light bluish cast from a cloudy 

sky.  
* Shade - Corrects for the strong bluish cast from open 

shade.  
" Tungsten - Corrects for the yellow-orange cast from regu

lar light bulbs.  
* Fluorescent -Corrects for the greenish-yellow cast from 

many fluorescent lights.  
" K - Sets white balance based on the Kelvin temperature 

scale (daylight is approximately 5,500 degrees K; tungsten 
3,800 degrees K).  

" Custom - Allows the user to set the white balance to any 
light source or mixture of lights.

for common lighting conditions 

such as daylight, cloudy, shade, 
tungsten and fluorescent. You will 

also see auto and custom white bal

ance settings.  
Many users prefer to use the auto 

setting, allowing the camera to 

choose the color balance. Although 
not as accurate as the other presets 

or custom settings, the auto setting 

does an adequate job for snapshots 

where critical color isn't needed.  
Some higher-end cameras will have 

a K setting that allows you to set white 
balance based on Kelvin temperature, 

the numerical scale referencing the 

color of transmitted light.  
By far the most accurate white bal

ance is achieved by using the custom 
setting. This allows a white balance 

to be set from any light source and is 

especially useful when shooting in a

room with a mixture of light sources 

such as fluorescent, tungsten and 

daylight. Generally, this is done by 
pointing the camera at a solid white 

reference like a tablecloth or piece 
of paper and then registering that 

object to the camera as white.  

Each camera maker has a different 
method of performing a custom white 

balance, so consult your owner's man

ual for the prescribed method.  

For critical white balance, there is 
a handy product called the ExpoDisc 
(www.expoimaging.com), a calibrat

ed filter that accurately measures the 

light directly from the source. *

- Earl Nottingham

The 

ExpoDisc 

'0rks as a 
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Texas 

SStar Cut 
Blue Topaz 

Station

Bracelets 

Order 

today for 

hrisrmas 

e th 
7mm Texas 
Star Cut Topaz 

white go 
Available as a Star Cut Topaz, o 

customize it by add. 2 
additional diamond aud 

topaz links as you wish 
For the true Texan, get 
one "fully loaded" with 

E lternatmng diamonds and 
topaz the full length.  

1_ Single Topaz ' 
BR-025 $1795 

2 Single Topaz with 2 dia. liuks 
BR-026 $2215 

3 "Fully Loaded3 
BR-027 $4925 

1(800) 299-5475 
(512) 346-1780

www k1rkrootdeslgns.corn 
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z~iSmokia Cigar 
Texs str fungus not ony look like a cigar t even puffs smokek'

At first, Forrest Mims III paid little attention to the odd "cigars" 
that emerged beneath cedar elms on his land north of Seguin.  

After his wife observed a puff of smoke shoot up from the 
ground, Mims, an amateur scientist, investigated.  

Closer examination revealed the source to be a devil's cigar 

(Chorioactisgeaster), also called the Texas star fungus. In the decade 

since, Mims continues to collect data about the rare species, 

which occurs only in several North and Central Texas counties 

and Kyushu, Japan.  

"The Japanese species is physically almost the same," Mims 
says. "The DNA is slightly different. I think that big winds that 
blow across China every spring could have passed over Japan and 
brought spores to Texas." 

Texas star fungi appear in winter, typically near cedar elms and 

oaks. First, a tapered capsule, dark brown and measuring approxi

mately 4 inches long, rises from the ground. After rains, the capsule 

splits open and unfurls into a tawny star that hisses and puffs smoke.  

"That happens when the species explosively throws out its 

spores," Mims explains. "Because they're under such high pres
sure, the spores are released like bullets." 

In 1997, fans of the species lobbied the state Legislature to des
ignate the Texas star fungus as the official state fungus of Texas.  
However, the proposed legislation, which got stalled in a House 
committee, was never signed into law. * 

- Sheryl Smith-Rodgers
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Gloy ofthe 

Silver Kmig 

South Texas newspaperman 
Hart Stilwell learned tarpon fishing by 

trial and error in the early 1930s.  

Once he figured it out, he caught hun

dreds. Fortunately, he released most of 

the tarpon he managed to land.  

Unfortunately, many anglers in his day 

did not.  

Scientifically known as Megalops alanti

cus, tarpon are popularly known as 

Silver Kings. That's for two reasons.  

First. they can grow to king size (the 

Texas record is 210 pounds and 86/4 

inches). Second, an angler endures a 

hard-but-spectacular fight before get

ting a chance to check the fish's meas

urements. Often, that opportunity 

never comes -the wily tarpon jumps 

into the air, rattles its gills, twists its 

massive body in a spray of salt water 

and spits out the offending hook. Or 

perhaps it snaps the line like an out

ward-bound torpedo.  

By the time Stilwell decided to write 

a tarpon fishing book, angler pres

sure, pollution, increased bay water 

salinity (from damming rivers) and 

commercial fishing and shrimping, 

among other factors, had nearly made 

the species extinct in Texas. Stilwell, a 

prolific outdoor writer, had already 

published two nonfiction books and 

three novels, but his tarpon book 

never made it to print.  

Stilwell died in 1975. Several drafts 

of his disjointed manuscript ended up 
in the Southwest Writers Collection at 

Texas State University. And there they 

lay until discovered by Steve Lightfoot, 

information specialist with the Texas 

Parks and Wildlife Department. On a 

fishing trip, Lightfoot told Brandon 

Shuler about the manuscript, and 

Shuler decided to get it published.

Longtime fisherman and son of Port 

Mansfield guide Bruce Shuler, 

Brandon Shuler is a Texas Tech 

University doctoral student. He 

spliced the Stilwell manuscript togeth

er like so much torn gill netting, got an 

introduction written by former TPWD 

Coastal Fisheries Director Larry 

McKinney and wrote annotations.  

The result is Gloy of the Silver King: The 

Golden Age of Tarpon Fishing (Texas A&M 

University Press).  

On one level, the book is a jumbled 

tackle box of "me and Joe"-style fish

ing tales from the Mexican coast all the 

way up to the Brazos River in Texas.  

But it also chronicles how Stilwell 

learned to catch these fighters as well 

as offering occasional shiny spoons 

of wisdom and prophecy that any

one interested in Texas coastal fish

ing will enjoy.  

-Mike Cox
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The State Preservation Board is pleased :o 
introduce the 2011 Capitol Ornament. For 
just $18 (plus shipping and h andlng), you can 
help support Capitol preservation and 
education projects. } 

This year's ornament features the 
T-E-X-A-S chandeliers that hang / 
in the chambers of the Texas Senate 
and House of Representatives.  

Each ornament measures 3" in 

diameter and is presented in an ' 
elegant gift box. '. ,,- ; 

ORDER YOURS TODAY & ,
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Backyard Bird Buflet 
Qustomi e ai holiday festjforyour fretbered gests.

Take the holiday spirit outdoors 
this year and create a backyard bird 
buffet. The summer drought took a 

devastating toll on seed- and fruit
producing plants, and now birds are on 
the lookout for food. You can help 
supplement their diet by setting up 
bird feeders until new food sources 
start sprouting in spring. Your good 
deed can be as much fun as holiday 
gatherings. Plan a guest list, menu and 
place settings (bird feeders), then sit 
back and enjoy the party! 

To attract common backyard birds 
like cardinals, chickadees and titmice, 
try providing sunflower seeds. Black oil 

sunflower seeds or safflower seeds (a bit 

smaller, harder and white) are best. You 

can also use the larger striped sunflower 

seeds, but larger seeds also attract larger 

birds like doves, pigeons and grackles.  
While all birds are lovely and have a 
place in our backyard, doves and grack

les can take over your bird feeders and

~~ Iv 
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/ A pine cone 
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bird feeder

isn oozvy or i s to 

start feeding birds.
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scare away smaller, pret jer birds like 
cardinals. Try a mix of bird feeder types 
and seeds to meet the needs of all the 
birds in your yard. Nearly any kind of 
bird feeder works with sunflower or 
safflower seeds - tube feeders, plat

form feeders or post feeders.  

Smaller birds such as goldfinches and 
house finches (and chickadees and tit
mice) prefer thistle seed. This small, 
black seed works best with tube-shaped 
feeders that have slits for the seeds and 

perches suitable for these active birds.  

,, , 

For a "come one, come all" open 
house, try a platform feeder, which isn't 

much more than a flat tray on a pole in

the ground. An old hubcap or large 
plastic lid can work great, but be sure to 
make a few small holes so that rain can 

drain from the pan. Spread corn, 
peanuts and seeds of all kinds across the 
platform. Sit back and watch a mix of 
birds and squirrels gather to find their 

favorite food.  

Birdseed mix that includes inexpensive 

seeds will attract a wide variety of birds, 
but your feeders may be dominated by 
doves, grackles, English sparrows and 
pigeons. To counter this, use tube feed

ers or feeders that have screens or lattices 

that limit large birds. Avoid feeders that 

have large bases or large tops that the big

ger birds can perch on.  

Squirrels can pose a problem, often 
perching on a feeder, keeping birds 
away and dumping a lot of seed. Bird 
feeders with spring-tensioned openings 

or other mechanisms can be almost 
squirrel-proof. You can provide squir

rel-friendly platform feeders, corncob 
feeders or on-the-ground feeders, 
then supplement with tube feeders that 

favor small songbirds.  

Children can fashion bird feeders 
from pine cones, large juice cartons or 

milk jugs. Roll an open pine cone in a 
mix of peanut butter and vegetable 
shortening. Then roll the pine cone in 

birdseed, add a string to the top, tie it to 

a branch and watch the birds enjoy the 
fruits of your labor!

Platform feeders, left, 

attract all kinds of 

birds. Tube feeders, 

below, serve smaller 

birds.  
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Speaking of fruit, not all our backyard 
birds are seed eaters. Some, like robins 
and mockingbirds, prefer fruits and 
berries. Some bird mixes include dried 
fruit, or you can put a few raisins, grapes 

or berries on a separate tray feeder.  

Clean your bird feeders every few 
weeks, especially if it rains and the seeds 
get wet. This will protect birds from fun

gus and germs.  

Don't forget those natural bird feeders 
- plants! Some top-notch plants for 

attracting birds to your yard include 

mulberry trees, sunflowers, lantana, the 

various salvias and native grasses like little 
bluestem, Lindheimer muhly or indian

grass. Several of these flowering plants 
also provide nectar for butterflies and 
hummingbirds, as well as fruit and seeds 

for birds. This year, we allowed some 
wild sunflowers to come up in our veg

etable garden (only a few!), and we were 

rewarded with more lesser goldfinches 
than we've seen in years. So consider 

plants to provide year-round food 

sources for wild friends.  

Important: Remember that birds need 

water, especially during a drought. A 
simple birdbath or saucer with an inch or 
two of water will dramatically increase the 

number of birds visiting your yard, as 

they look for both drinking water and a 
place to wash off the dust. *

SIGHTS & SOUNDS 

TEXA "ARKS & WI5 U :VAN RD

Nov. 27-Dec. 3: 
How volunteers help 
keep the coast healthy; 
Palmetto State Park; 
Clear Creek Ranch; 
habitat and conserva
tion education; stop 
salvinia; turkeys take 
to the trees.  

Dec. 4-10: 
Land trusts; Buescher 
State Park open for 
business; David 
Campbell profile; 
useful desert plants; 
Trinity Bluff wildlife 
ranch; owls at home; 
Guadalupe River falls.  

Dec. 11-17: 
Houston's urban parks; 
Hailey Ranch

renovation; Lake 
Tawakoni State Park; 
shallow water boating 
tips; see sea oats.  

Dec. 18-24: 
Wadefishing the coast; 
big views at Big 
Spring; Halff Brothers 

'ranch; animal rehabili
tators; Texas views.  

Dec. 25-31: 
Outdoor social clubs; 
Fort Leaton State His
toric Site; Game War
den Shawn Hervey; 
traveling the Red 
River; bird's-eye view 
of the coast.

TEXAS PARKS & WILDLIFE 
Winner of 12 Emmy Awards, our television 
series is broadcast throughout Texas on local 
PBS affiliates. In stereo with closed captions. . , ? 

www.tpwd.state.tx.us/tv 

listen online.  

PA SSP OR T T O T EXA S 
Join host Cecilia Nasti weekdays for a 
90-second excursion into the Texas Outdoors . h 
Find a station near you, or listen on the eb ate, 

www.passporttotexas.org ao ' 
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L a S in the F el d / By Wendee Holtamp 

DESIAITION. LAKE JACKSON 
TRAVEL TIME FROM: 
AUSTIN - 3.5 hours / BROWNSVILLE - 6 hours / DALLAS - 5 hours 
HOUSTON - 1 hour / SAN ANTONIO - 4 hours / LUBBOCK - 10 hours / EL PASO - 12.5 hours 

Walk Through the Bottomlands 
Old-growth forests provide a backdrop for wildlife watching in Lake Jackson.

I left the 'burbs of northeast 
Houston, and after driving through 

rush-hour traffic - not a well-thought

out plan - I am now cruising down a 

narrow country road after dark looking 

for the Quiet Oaks Bed & Breakfast, 
just miles from the Gulf Coast. I'm 
here to spend a few days with my writer 

friend from Colorado, Cheryl, a first
t ime Texas visitor. We will hike, kayak, 
bird-watch and explore. We will also see 
the recovery this area has made since 

Hurricane Ike slammed into the coast 

in September 2008, devastating beach, 
roads, houses and trees.  

As I drive, I notice the brilliant stars 
twinkling through a pitch-black sky.  
Less than an hour south of Houston 

proper, it feels like a million miles 
from the cares and worries of home.  

My GPS says I'm nearing the B&B, 
near tiny Danbury, and thank heavens, 

because I'd have driven right by the 
hidden turnoff.  

Innkeeper Mary Jean Adams greets us 

at the door, a farmhouse-turned-inn 

nestled on 5o acres of pasture and 

woods. I would be remiss not to men
tion that Alaska Snow Bear, her 

Pyrenees, greeted us at the car first.  

Walking through the front door, I 
admire the tasteful country chic.  

Whitewashed ceilings and walls with 
stripped pine wood floors give a cozy 
feel to the 70-year-old home. I stay in 
the remodeled attic - the perfect mix of 

comfort and privacy.  

Adams raised her daughter here, and 
turned the home into a B&B as a way to 

channel interest into her kayaking busi
ness, which she began six years ago.  

"I never thought I'd like the ocean," 
she says, having grown up in Canada, 

but she quickly fell in love with it.  
"The ocean is living and breathing. I 
love to take people and show them
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what we have." 

Giant thunderclaps shock me from 

sleep in the middle of the night. I fall 
back asleep, and in the morning I am 
surprised that Cheryl slept right 
through it, because this Texas storm 

was LOUD. For breakfast, Adams 

serves up a roasted veggie frittata, fresh 
fruit and coffee.  

The rain affects our hiking plans, so 
we head first to Sea Center Texas in 

Lake Jackson, a few miles south. The 

Sea Center acts as both a working 
hatchery and a marine aquarium for 

Gulf critters. The day we visit happens 
to be the annual Nature Day, with edu
cational displays, so we explore a bit, 
petting a baby alligator and peering into 

the 2o-foot-long touch tank.  

Next, Cheryl and I take a tour of the 

hatchery led by Texas Parks and Wildlife 
Department biologist Jennifer Bixby.  

The rain has stopped, so we duck out

side to glimpse the saltwater reservoirs, 
stocked with red drum, spotted sea 
trout and sheepshead.  

"The hatchery is truly a collaborative

effort," Bixby explains. Its 
operation involves Dow 

Chemical, the Coastal 
Conservation Association, 

the City of Lake Jackson 
and TPWD. ' ' 

Back indoors, we peer 

inside large blue tanks, 
each filled with red drum, 

sea trout or southern 

flounder of different ages.  

She shows us fish at every 

stage, from eggs to mega
mamas. The hatchery seeks 

to improve numbers of these species in 
the wild through captive breeding.  

Since opening in 1985, the hatchery 

has raised and released millions of fin
gerlings along the Texas coast. Along 

with two other hatcheries, it helped turn 

red drum into one of the Gulf's biggest 

conservation successes. Every year the 

hatcheries produce a combined 15 mil
lion red drum and 10 million sea trout, 
and have now added 50,000 flounder 

fingerlings to supplement wild stock.  
Bixby explains that flounder maricul-

ture is in its infancy. There is concern 

over declining numbers, but Bixby feels 
confident that hatcheries car help keep 
flounder populations up.  

By midday, the rain subsices t a cool 
breeze, fair enough for outdoor adven

tures. But first, we grab lunch at the 

Grape Taste Wine Bistro down the road.  

I select fish tacos, topped with cabbage 
and chipotle cream sauce or grilled corn 

tortillas. While eating, Torn Taroni 

shows up, a birder extra ordinaire who 

will join our explorations of the 
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Columbia bottomlands. Taroni serves as a board member of 

the Gulf Coast Bird Observatory, a nonprofit in Lake Jackson 
dedicated to research, conservation and education related to 

the birds of the Gulf Coast (and a great place to visit for its 
bird-watching platforms, though I didn't have time this trip).  

After finishing our meal, we drive 45 minutes to the San 

Bernard National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) headquarters, 
where we meet the refuge botanist, Thomas Adams - no 

relation to Mary Jean. This region of the Gulf Coast has 
one of the most important habitats for migratory birds in 

the Americas - the Columbia bottomlands. Some 40 mil
lion to 80 million individual birds of 240 species use 
them. Composed of low-lying hardwood (non-evergreen) 

forests lining the Brazos, San Bernard and Colorado 
rivers, the ecosystem provides a critical food and rest stop 
for birds crossing the Gulf of Mexico. The Columbia bot
tomlands contain some of the South's last remaining old

growth hardwood forests.  
After biologists discovered the importance of the bottom

lands to migrating birds, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
set out on a mission to conserve as much land as possible.  

New parcels have been added to tze San Bernard NWR, 
although not all are geographically connected. San Bernard 
NWR and nearby Brazoria and Big Boggy NWRs together 
conserve nearly 100,000 acres of coastal marsh, prairie and 

forest. Each refuge is open to the public, but some of the 
units are open by special arrangement only. I ask about the 

impact of Hurricane Ike, and Adams tells me that the forests 
were largely unaffected.  

"Large, mature forests are an important buffer to winds 

and storm surges," he says. "However, because the trees have 

shallow roots, a major storm event can knock them down." 

Adams takes us to see the largest live oak in Texas, the third 
largest in the world. We stroll down the San Bernard Oak

Trail in the refuge's McNeil Unit at a gentle pace, shooting 
photos and listening for birds.  

The live oaks make Gulf Coast hardwood forests distinct 
from other regions. Along the way, Adams points out other 
vegetation, including the spiky toothache tree, dwarf palmet
tos on the forest floor, edible greenbriar vines and resurrec

tion ferns growing on branches. Brown and withered in rain's 
absence, they sprout in wild green abandon when moisture 
comes. We are just weeks shy of spring leaf-out and the masses 

of migrating songbirds that will fill the forests with color.  
The woods are not silent, though. Taroni points out a 

red-bellied woodpecker, a savannah sparrow, a yellow
rumped warbler ("butter butt") and an eastern phoebe in 

the branches.  
When we reach the trail's end, I see it: a massive, majestic 

oak with a fork down the center. Its base is the girth of a car, 
some 1o feet through or 32 feet around - a full foot wider 
than the previous champ at Goose Island.  

I climb up in the crook between its limbs. There is some
thing comforting about holding to my heart a tree that has 
survived so many generations.  

Foresters estimate its age between 250 to 500 years. The 
constant flush of nutrients in these rich, fluvial soils allowed it 
to grow faster than trees in other areas. The giant tree was 

"discovered" only in 2003 by Fish and Wildlife Service biolo
gist Mike Lange, and after he first stumbled on it, he could 
not find it again for some time because the woods were so 

thick. Today, a trail takes visitors right to it.  
Famished and exhilarated, we head to Cafe Annice, an 

upscale Lake Jackson restaurant. I try the blue crab cocktail, 
since these crustaceans came from our very own Gulf. Served 
with avocado, pico and corn chips, it is just enough to whet 
my appetite for my pan-fried mahi-mahi with artichokes. A 
perfect end to the day.  

The next morning at the B&B, we enjoy Adams' signature 

Orange Blossom Waffles before a day of kayaking. Because of 
high winds, we kayak Austin Bayou, a slow-meandering 
inland slough. Other trips take paddlers near (but not too 
near) nesting roseate spoonbills and other water birds in 
Christmas Bay or down the San Bernard River through the 

Columbia bottomlands. Adams says Ike destroyed the land
marks for her Christmas Bay paddle and she had to find new 
ones. It also destroyed the Bluewater Highway from Surfside 
to San Luis Pass - a popular scenic drive a few miles away, 
which has since been rebuilt with gorgeous sand dunes using 
sand fences and ... recycled Christmas trees.  

Nature is nothing if not resilient, though. As the sun shines 
overhead, we paddle by wading birds starting to nest, includ
ing a yellow-crowned night-heron and great egret, and we see 

a flock of whistling ducks flying overhead.  
To those not familiar with the ways of bayous, the dark, 

brown water can be mistaken as a sign of pollution but is 

actually a sign of health: The sediment from upstream car

ries nutrients to these downstream estuaries that feed young 

finfish and shellfish, which grow up in the protected coastal 
wetlands before moving out to the bay and Gulf. In con

trast, clear, blue water such as in the Caribbean is an aquatic 

"desert" when it comes to nutrients.  

As we end our day on the water, Adams talks about her pas
sion for kayaking, which she developed after moving here.  

"I make an effort to find areas to paddle that are pristine 

and away from the hustle and bustle," she says. "I want people 
to leave having felt like they have been on a unique and 
adventuresome trip." 

Indeed. *
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This holiday season, give the gift of 

Texas State Parks! 
) ___ I 10th annual collectors 

,edton Texas State 
Parks ornament $8.* 

', To celebrate ten years of collectible holiday ornaments, 

Images from each year's previous ornament have been 

selected to create the 2011 edition. Your purchase 

, "=benefits Texas State Parks.  

This ornament will be available during December 2011.  
Previous years' ornaments are also available for purchase.  

-Only available by calling (512) 389-8900.  

, wa More information can be found at 

www.texasstateparks.org/ornam- ent I 

Texas State Parks 
Gift Card 
Texas State Parks gift cards make great 

gifts for your family, friends, customers or 

coworkers. Gift cards can be purchased in 

any amount (minimum $5), and may be 

redeemed for entrance and camping fees, 

state parks passes and more! 

Get your gift cards today at any state 
park or by calling (512) 389-8900. , i 

*Free/discounted ornament promotion 
available by phone only; not available in 
parks. Tax, shipping and handling still apply.  

For other great gift ideas, visit 

www.tpwd.state.tx.us/shop Life's better outside.
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Positioned on the choppy surface of Lake Amistad, at 29*32.21' N, 101015.18' W in Val 
Verde County, a simple white and blue buoy marks the location of a geographic feature 
few will ever see. The mouth to Goodenough S pring lies some 165 feet below the reser
voir's normal pool level, beckoning the way to an environment so harsh that most divers 
- even the highly experienced -turn back.

But not all. For the past decade, the 

seasoned diver-explorers of .he 

Goodenough Springs Exploration 

Project (GSEF') have been plumbing its 

secrets, gradually advancing farther and 
deeper into :he United States' deepest 

known underwater cave system.  

The system, which emerges from :he 

Salmon Peak layer of Southwest Texas' 

Edwardian limestone, possesses both 

faulting and erosion channel features.  

"It's a unique geology," says Chuck 

Noe, the project's director.  

Before Amistad Dam's 1968 comple

tion submerged 65, coo acres of desert 

beneath waters from the Rio Grande, 

Pecos and Devils rivers, Goodenough 

Spring flowed at the surface, a wel

come resource in an arid land.  

Situated 12 mIles northwest of Del 

Rio, it discharged an impressive IC C

200 cubic feet of water per second

under artesian pressure, making it 

Texas' third-larges: spring.  

With the sprawling new lake, the 

spring became obscured, and the lake 

became a recreational destination, 
drawing boaters, fishermen and sport 

divers. In the earliest years, most non

professional divers lim::ed :hemselves to 

depths of 13O feet because of decom

pression and nitrogen -ntoxication 

issues, so the spring reriained largely 

out of real1.  

During the I9 8 Cs, the scuba com

munity turned increasing attention to 

deeper, more complex dives, adopting 

advanced techniques previcusly 

reserved for elite Navy anc commercial 

divers. In particular, :he use of gas 

mixtures like trimix (oxygen, helium, 
nitrogen) allowed :hern to dive deeper 

and stay longer. By the ear y 1990s, 

divers traded in mixec-gas use -

Before Amistad 
Dam's 1968 
completion 
submerged 

65,000 acres of 
desert beneath 

waters from 
the Rio Grande, 

Pecos and 
Devils rivers, 
Goodenough 

Spring flowed 
at the surface, 

a welcome 
resource in 

an arid land.
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The spring's 
challenges are in 
fact monumental.  

In addition to its 
great depth, 

enormous flow 
and the often

poor visibility of 
the surrounding 

lake water, a 
steep gradient 

between the 
spring's year

round 81-degree 
water and 

ambient lake 
temperatures as 

low as 55 to 60 
degrees in winter 

severely limits 
cold weather 

diving activity.

known as techr_ical divers - had rou

tine access to the cave.  

R.D. MilholLn of Dalas was among 

those who explored the area during that 

period. He and his companions - Ise 

Kalsi, Terry Scoggins and, later, Robert 

Lard - reached the cave's main pas

sage, where a torrent of fast-rushing 

water greeted them. They set out to 

conquer a 90-foot-long section of tun

nel, known today as the Fire Hydrant, 

using mountain climbing gear. Wedging 

chocks tightly into available cracks in 

the ceiling, they tied climbing rope to 

them and climbed horizontally, uFside 

down, against the fierce flow.

That wasn't their on-y approach: On 
one memorable occasion, Milhollin 

and Laird proceeded through a combi

nation of maneuvers taat includes suc

cessively tossing and anchoring a length 

of heavy pig iron pipe, a few inches at a 

time, along th= gravel floor.  

Their efforts ended at a ooint, 200 

feet deep under normal pool condi

tions, where piled-un gravel blocked 

most of the tunnel, preventir_g further 

access. MilhoLin's team ceased its 

explorations around 1995.  

Laird continued to visit the cave, and 

in 2000 he stepped up his involvement 

when a group of Houston-area divers
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asked him to help them locate the 

spring. His interest rekindled, he 

joined with them in launching GSEP to 

explore the site systematically.  

Laird calls Goodenough "probably 

the most difficult, dangerous dive 

there is." 

The spring's challenges are in fact 

monumental. in addition to its great 

depth, enormous flow and the often

poor visibility of the surrounding late 

water, a steep gradient between the 

spring's year-roand 81-degree water 

and ambient lake temperatures as ow as 

55 to 60 degrees in winter severely im

its cold weather diving activity.

GSEP's i-year history unfolds as one 

of tireless work and steady, gradual 

progress punctuated by dramatic break

throughs. The "Goodenoughers" 

devoted earlier efforts to such basics as 

the installation and maintenance of 

sturdy chain moorings and tough, 
knotted nylon guide lines in the previ

ously explored areas. Only in 2002 did 

they make their first coordinated effort 

to get past the gravel barrier by digging 

gravel away to enlarge the opening.  

Their excavations eventually yielded a 

hole barely large enough for Noe, the 

smallest team member, to squeeze 

through into the unknown.

"My heart was pounding." admits 

Noe, who returned quickly after 

installing a steel piton in a wall crac to 

extend the guide line to the other side.  

On a second brief trip the next day 

s:ill alone - he glimpsed a steeply 

dropping passage: one hint (along with 

the warm temperature) of tne cave's 

grea: depth potential. But it would be 

more than a year before anyone fol

lowed him beyond the gravel dam.  

In the summer of 2003. nature 

intervened to accomplish what long 

hours of laborious excavation had not.  

Waters stirred by Hurricane Claudette's 

landfall on the South Texas coast roar
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The Goodenough 
Springs 

Exploration 
Project's 11-year 

history unfolds as 
one of tireless 

work and steady, 
gradual progress 

punctuated by 
dramatic break

throughs.

ing through the spring system, blew 

most of the gravel away.  

Since then, GSEP divers have 

explored deeper into the cave in the 

course of several trips each year between 

May and October, ultimately achieving 

a depth of 515 feet.  

They added a scientific dimension to 

their mission in 2005 when water scien

tist Ray Kamps, :hen a Texas State 

University doctoral student, sought their 

assistance. Kamps. who was conducting 

federally sanctioned limrology research 

at Lake Amistad, reedec divers to deploy 

instrumentation to measure water tem

perature and salinity at the spring.  

It proved a fortuitous collaboration.  

Exploration and science have worked 

hand in hand ever since. GSEP has 

expanded its research role, taking on 

projects in connection with the Texas 

Water Development Board and the U.S.  

Geological Service, and publishing an 

article on the chemistry of Good

enough Spring in the peer-reviewed 

Hydrogeology Journal.  

They also pay for their own inde

pendent studies, like their ongoing 

effort to delineate the spring's catch

ment area. Kamps, who scon joined 

GSEP as its scientist of record, believes 

the catchment is a large semicircle 

around the spring.  

"That's the firs: assumption," he says.  

"The question is How big is the circle?

Is i: skewed? If it rains over there, does 

the water end up in Goodenough 

Spring here?" 

To learn the answer, he analyzes the 

data he collects for spikes in three 

parameters -pressure, salinity and 

temperature - that occur with rainfall.  

"They travel at different rates through 

the aquifer," he explains. "If they all 

come at the same time, water fell close 

to ike spring." 

-ime differences between the spikes 

increase with distance from the rain 

source. He then matches his readings to 

radar weather maps in an effort to iden

tify which thundershower produced a 

given spike or spikes. Though the work 

is far from complete even after Four 

years, results to date suggest that the 

catchment area is a wide swath of plateau 

land located on both sides of the bor

der: north, sweeping west and ending 

south of the spring, with the biggest 

response from the west.  

Exploration -safely advancing mem

hers' individual goals in a context of 

close teamwork - remains the heart of 

the enterprise. In 2oog, GSEP 

received the National Speleological 

Society Cave Diving Section's coveted 

Exploration Award for achieving the 

deepest cave dive ever documented in 

the United States.  

"When we started this project, we 

didn't even know that the cave went
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deeper than 100 feet. We just wanted to 

explore it," says Noe, who, with exten

sive logistics support from six other 

Goodenoughers, descended to a 

record-breaking depth of 515 feet.  

Staging for each trip is a highly com

plex production. A typical expedition 

finds GSEP's two dive boats fully 

loaded with several tons of equipment: 

tanks of varying gas mixtures, wetsuits 

and other personal gear, maintenance 

supplies and scientific instruments 

plus the seven or eight divers (about 

half the current active membership) 

themselves. Depending on need, they 

might also haul such specialty items as 

a wetsuit-heating unit Noe himself 

constructed for dives deeper than 250 

feet at chilly temperatures.  

The redundancy of tanks and the 

heating equipment are necessary for 

decompression issues. During a typical 

deep dive, nitrogen dissolves in the 

bloodstream - nitrogen that must be 

released very gradually on ascent if the 

diver is to avoid a life-threatening 

pressure illness known as the bends.  

Ascending divers make multiple 

progressively longer decompression 

stops at progressively shallower levels.  

They also change tanks twice along the 

way (to a 50-50 oxygen/nitrogen mix 

at 70 feet and pure oxygen at 20 feet), 

clipping on new gas cylinders that 

setup crew have previously tethered to 

the mooring chain in the appropriate 

spot. The longest decompression stop 

- sometimes lasting several hours 

occurs at the 20-foot level where, in 

cold weather, hot water pumped 

through a hose from Noe's propane

fired Deco Heater on deck makes the 

wait more comfortable.  

When the lake is at normal pool level, 
a Goodenough Spring dive begins with 

a 150-foot descent to an amphitheater

like area. Fifteen feet farther down, 

GSEP's Grim Reaper sign, installed to 

warn the unwary away, marks the cave's 

entrance: a 6-foot-wide fissure that 

quickly opens into a round, high

ceilinged room called the Well. To the 

left, a trip through the formidable, 

scalloped Fire Hydrant tunnel and past 

the former gravel restriction reveals a 

geography of sharp, deep drops and

winding switchbacks; of mud and boul

ders and gravel-filled pit bottoms; and 
clay walls deeply fluted (possibly from 

the action of churning gravel during 

storms). And no end in sight.  

Will they push on to 60o feet? 

"We'd like to," says Noe. "It's just dif

ficult to say when. We can plan for it 

and talk about it, but until Mother 

Nature relents and gives us an opportu

nity, we can't pick a date." 

Indeed, nature has been merciless 

since Hurricane Alex ripped the Texas 

coast in June 2010. GSEP's expedi

tion in October of that year found 

guide lines ripped out, scientific 

instruments damaged or gone and a 

flow so high that divers were unable to 

proceed past the Well. Last May's 

group encountered conditions nearly 

as extreme, though they were able to 

proceed several feet into the Fire 

Hydrant to set new instruments.  

But repair and maintenance, plan

ning and, sometimes, waiting are all 

part of the game.  

The next major push - when it 

comes - will make use of scooters: 

neutrally buoyant, battery-powered, 

propeller-driven propulsion units that 

can pull divers along at more than 200 

feet per minute under ideal conditions.

Divers swimming hard at that depth 

require the mechanical assistance to 

avoid joint injuries caused by gas 
buildup in their tissues.  

"I'll leave that to the younger guys," 

says Noe, who's 52.  
Should they ever descend 800 feet 

or deeper, they'll need to adopt 
rebreathers - a completely different 

and highly sophisticated breathing 
technology that recycles used air. But 

they don't think the cave will turn out 

to be that deep.  

Kamps expects it to bottom out at 

around 700 feet. "The water tempera

ture of Goodenough Spring is a very 
consistent 27 degrees Celsius (81 

degrees Fahrenheit)," he says. "That's 

the temperature of water in the earth 

at 700 feet. I'd expect it to level off 

there. It can continue straight for 

miles, or it could lose its character as a 

conduit and become diffuse, but it 

won't go deeper." 

In any case, the Goodenoughers have 

plenty to look forward to in the way of 
future exploration, science and mainte

nance. Though they also dive at Jacob's 

Well in Wimberley, Goodenough 

Spring remains their first love.  

"We've sort of made it our project 

and our life," Noe says. *

Five rules for cave diving 
Despite the danger and difficulty of the dive, no fatalities have ever been reported at 

Goodenough Spring, a tribute to the skill and caution of those who brave its depths.  
"Complacency kills in this sport - when you get so good you think you don't have to follow 

the rules anymore," says Chuck Noe. A veteran of rescue and recovery operations, he lists five 
rules cave divers live by: 

1. Carry three lights. Lights can break, get lost or be swept away.  
2. Always have a continuous guide line from open water to any point you're diving to.  
3. Use one-third of your air supply to go into the cave, one-third to exit the cave and one-third 

as a reserve. It's the rule of thirds.  
4. Do not dive deeper than 130 feet without completing advanced training in the use of trimix.  

Deeper dives require a special gas mixture.  
5. Never dive beyond your level of training.  

Four stages of cave diving certification 
First stage: Cavern. Diver never leaves the light zone.  
Second stage: Introduction to Cave Diving. Diver ventures into areas where there is no light.  
Third stage: Apprentice. Deeper into the dark zone; more autonomy and independence.  
Fourth stage: Full Cave Certified. Complex dives including traverses (divers enter and exit 

a cave at different openings); circuits (divers enter and exit a cave from the same location 
without backtracking their route); and decompression diving (divers' bodies must slowly 
release dissolved gases before they can safely rise to the surface).
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At wildlife rehab centers across the state, 
injured animals get a second chance.  

BY RUSTY MIDDLETON
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late May and "baby season" is 
in full swing at Austin Wildlife 
Rescue. As a new wave of young 
animals arrives in the natural 
'world, the pace of animal rescue 

shifts to hectic. An emaciated fawn with an IV lies 
on the treatment table in the front room, -ongue 
drooping listlessly. It can hardly move.

Above: A fawn receives care at 
Austin Wildlife Rescue, which 
handles 4,000 animals a year.  
Opposite: Animals ranging from 
te common to ther extic can 
end up at waildlife rehab centers.

"It's probably not going to make it," 

says wildlife rehabilitator Preston 

Doughty, shaking his Head as he adjusts 

the drip. "Somebody dropped it off a 

Little while ago. They said the mother 

was badly wounded on a fence post and 

ran off. This is really a last-ditch effort, 

but we're not going to give up on him.  

As Long as he keeps trying, we'll keep try

ing to help him." 

Unfortunaely, tie fawn later died, but 

many outcomes with rescued deer are far 

happier. Doughty, the president of 

Austin Wildlife Rescue, says about 90 

percent of the deer treated there survive.  

Most are released back into the wild.  

Deer are just one species of the nearly 

4,ooo injured, sick or orphaned ani

mals that wind up in this rescue center 

(or with affiliated individual rehabilita

tors) each year. The cramped quarters of 

AWR are crowded with young raccoons 

and opossurns with sad eyes. A few paid

staff and a host of volunteers tend to 

squirrels, turtles, cottontails, a multi

tude of birds and many other animals.  

"This place couldn't function without 

volunteers," says Doughty, who also vol

unteers. "We have about 40 volunteers 

at this facility, and 10 are licensed 

wildlife rehabilitators. You have to really 

enjoy doing this because there's not a lot 

of money in it, even for the paid staff. I 

think some of them keep real jobs only 

so they can continue rehabbing." 

The bustling AWR isn't the biggest 

facility in the state. That status goes to 

the Wildlife Rehabilitation and 

Education Center in Houston, which 

treats or shelters about 8,OOO animals a 

year in a spacious facility staffed by four 

salaried workers and up to 300 volun

teers. The center sounds like a jungle 

and looks like a mashup of a combat 

medical unit and a zoo.  

Many workers are engaged in patiently 

coaxing the young or injured wildlife to 

eat and drink. Much of the center's 

budget goes for food. Many species eat a 

highly specialized diet, so the center's 

menu features a wide variety of insects, 

mice and fish. At the lower end of the 

scale, a single songbird costs $2o to 

rehab and release, but other animals can 

cost far more. The larger the animal, the 

higher the cost. Multiply that by the 

hundreds of animals that may be in the 

center at one time, and it adds up.  

In spite of these daunting numbers, 

the center is capable of ramping up for 

much more when needed. In the after-
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Many volunteer hours at Austin 
Wildlife Rescue, left, are spent 
hand-feeding young or injured 
animals. At right, an owl is treat
ed for a broken wing at Wildlife 
Rescue and Rehabilitation.

math of Hurricane Ike, for example, a 

flood of some 2,000 animals came in 

very quickly. The center is capable of 

caring for 1,000 oiled birds simultane

ously. In fact, oil sFill response is an 

important component of the services.  

The Houston wildlife center has 60 

people trained and ready to treat wildlife 

oil spill victims on short notice. The 

center also has access to two General 

Land Office-owned trailers, which are 

specially equipped for rapid and effi

cient oil spill response.  

"Our goal is to give treatment and get 

them back into the wild as soon as possi

ble," says Sharon Schmalz, executive 

director. "With one or two exceptions, 

we don't give them names [the exceptions 

include unreleasable birds used in the 

center's extensive education program].  

We don't want the babies to imprint on 

humans. We want them to be wild." 

Schmalz has been rehabilitating 

wildlife for more than 26 years, but she 

has received a salary for her efforts only 

for the past three years.  

"It's been a passion for me for a long 

time," she says.

Passion is the common thread that 

runs throughout the wildlife rescue and 

rehabilitation community. For many, the 

passion becomes a life's work. In one 

case, described in her recently published 

book The Scoop From Bird Poop, author and 

wildlife rehabilitator Bebe McCasland 

relates how caring for wildlife actually 

helped save a woman's life. Gayle Barnes, 
a rehabilitator in Lubbock, was seriously 

depressed over the premature death of a 

family member when she was given a 

young barn owl to care for.  

"That bird saved my life," says Barnes, 

"because it kept me so busy. [Wildlife 

rescue] has become a way of life for me.  

This is not a hobby. I think it is what I 

was called to do." 

Such sentiments take their largest 

p aysical manifestation, in Texas at least, 

at the 187-acre Wildlife Rescue and 

Rehabilitation facility north of San 

Antonio near Kendalia. Most of WRR's 

efforts go into wildlife rescue, but the 

center also serves as a sanctuary for both 

native and non-native species.  

Most wildlife rescue centers function 

like animal emergency rooms. Urgent
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care is given on site, and lon 

care is turned over to individ 

bers, who usually use some p 

homes or property as a care f 

While the animals usually ret 

wild after rehab, sometimes a 

cannot be released because of 

extenuating circumstances. I 

uations, there are two option 

sia or permanent sanctuary.  

Providing sanctuary is what 

WRR different. Only tigers a 

accepted because of abundan 

facilities for tigers, but all oth 

taken in, including domestic 

a research facility has laboratc 

that are no longer needed, pl 

WRR (and a few others arour 

country) will get the call. Scat 

around the property are huge 

fenced enclosures that contai 

like African lions, mountains 

black bears. Rows of enclosure 

myriad primates such as ring 

lemurs, capuchin monkeys an 

mosets. The grounds around 

compound are filled with duc 

emus, sheep, dogs, cats and a

other species.  

"It feels great to be able to get these 

animals out of labs or whatever their sit

uation was and give them trees and grass 

and each other and as much freedom as 

we can," says founder Lynn Cuny.  
"People ask us, 'Why bother with a pos

sum?' That possum wants to live just as 

badly as we do. We just want to give them 
their lives back." 

WRR is not open to the public for 

animal viewing. "We want to give the 

animals the respect and privacy they 

deserve, and not have people staring at 
them," says Cuny.  

Aside from organizations like these 

that provide care for distressed wild ani

mals, hundreds of individuals in 75 
Texas counties around the state also pro

vide care for wildlife. Many specialize in 

certain species and may be permitted to 

work only with those animals.  

The vast majority won't get paid for 

their work. Those individual rehabbers, 

working out of their own homes, pay for 

the specialized food, cages, fencing and 

other necessary materials. Although the 
Texas Parks and Wildlife Department 

ger-term 
licenses rehabilitators and inspects their 

arether - facilities, there is no available state or 

ait oftheir federal funding for salaries.  
acility.  

urn to the How can you become a wildlife reha

nimals bilitator? 

'injuries or "Locate a permitted rehabber and 

.s s become a volunteer," says Shelli Miller, n those sit
an Austin rehabilitator who has been 

s: euthana
taking care of wildlife for more than a 

makes decade. "It can take up to two years of 

not on-the-job training with permit holders 
to get one of the key requirements for a 

t existing 
eisting permit from TPWD." 

hers are 
Those requirements include letters of 

animals Irecommendation from two verifiable 
ory animals 
aces like permit holders who are willing to attest 

d the that the applicant is appropriately 

termed trained and experienced. (For other 

h - requirements, see www.tpwd.state.tx.us/
,g 

n animals 

lions or 

es house 

-tailed 

d mar

the WRR 

cks, geese, 

host of

publications/pwdpubs/media/pwd_br_ 

w7ooo_o694.pdf .) 
"Some animals can require extensive 

and expensive long-term care. It can be 

incredibly time-consuming," says Miller.  

"It is important to learn if this is really 
what you want to do. Some people begin 

by being interested in one type of animal 

and wind up wanting to treat others." 

Sometimes, separate permits are 

required for different species. Deer 

require one type of special permit. If a 

rehabber also wants to care for migratory 

songbirds, a separate permit from U.S.  

Fish and Wildlife Service is required.  

"A wildlife rehabilitator needs to have 

several qualities," says Miller. "First of 

all, you obviously need to really care 
about the animals, but you also need to 

keep a certain amount of emotional 

distance. You can't keep them with you; 

you can't make pets out of them. You 

can't let the young ones imprint on 

you. And sometimes you have to eutha

nize animals.  

"A general rule for this kind of work is 

to always do what is best for the ani

mals," she emphasizes. "That may not 

always be what you want to do. A rehab

ber in training needs to find out those 

things about themselves before they take 
the final step. All that said, it can be 

incredibly rewarding work." 

In spite of all the sacrifice and 

expense, the one word that wildlife 

rehabilitators consistently use to 

describe their work is "rewarding." 

Many have been rehabbing for decades 

and cannot imagine doing anything else 
with their time.  

Perhaps Margaret Pickell, operations 

manager at Houston's Wildlife Rehabili

tation and Education Center, says it best 

when she describes her work: "It's one of 

the few jobs where you smile when you 

go to work in the morning and smile 

when you come home in the evening." *

L w1alS on& 
Advice from Game Warden Russell Murden about "abandoned" fawns: "People often want 

injured or orphaned wildlife to be taken care of, and we really appreciate the help that our wildlife 
rehabilitators give us with that. But one of our biggest problems with baby deer is that people don't 
know to leave fawns alone unless they are obviously injured. The doe will leave the fawn on its 
own for a time and then come back. I know people have good intentions, but they should know they 
have just stolen a baby from its mother when they pick them up."
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anecdotal eyewitness accounts are unreliable and that the chance 

of such a large animal living undetected is unlikely.  
On the other hand, cryptozoologists (scientists who study 

not-yet-verified animals) believe in the presence of undocu
mented animals despite the lack of hard evidence. Some point 
to species like the giant squid and the mountain gorilla as 
examples of species once thought legendary yet are now part of 

the scientific record.  
For members of the Texas Bigfoot Research Conservancy 

(TBRC), the quest is for the truth.  
"While growing up, I was always interested in any shows about 

the outdoors or wildlife, but I was always greatly intrigued by the 
idea of undiscovered species," says Chris Buntenbah, TBRC 
member and frequent research expedition participant. A pro
fessional videographer and photographer, Buntenbah parlays 
this fascination to assist the group with his particular skill set. In 

Lyle Blackburn, Jerry Hestand and Chris Buntenbah, from left, are part ol 
the field research team for the Texas Bigfoot Research Conservancy.  

At right, Buntenbah deploys a motion-detecting game camera.

2006 he headed up TBRC's most ambitious research project to 
date: Operation Forest Vigil.  

Operation Forest Vigil is a five-year project to capture photo
graphic proof of the Sasquatch in East Texas, as well as the 
Ouachita Mountains of Arkansas and Oklahoma. TBRC has 
invested tens of thousands of dollars in rapid-fire remote 
wildlife cameras. The results, so far, have yielded no evidence of 
the Southern Sasquatch. Buntenbah points out that a known 

species in the area - the mountain lion - has also never been 

captured on camera.  

"We have a very compelling piece of evidence in a dread of 
hair found by a hunter in East Texas that has come back [from 
the lab] as 'nonhuman primate.' We are also testing some evi

dence that could be a game-changer," he says.  
Buntenbah isn't alone in his fascination with the unknown.  

TBRC (originally formed in 2001 as the Texas Bigfoot 
Research Center) is a federally recognized nonprofit group 
made up of volunteer investigators, naturalists and scientists 

from all over Texas and Oklahoma. The TBRC mission is, in 
part, to conduct research and investigate the existence of pri

mate species in Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and Louisiana.  
For Buntenbah and other members of the TBRC, the chance 

to explore the unknown is what draws them afield.  

"I saw The Legend of Bogy Creek movie back in the 1970s, and I 
vowed to research the subject," says Jerry Hestand, lifelong resi-

dent of Grayson County in North Texas and a fourth-grade 

math teacher in Bells. Hestand is a founding member of the 

group and helps organize its annual conference in early 
October in Tyler.  

Like Buntenbah, Hestand heads out on research trips when 

reported sightings bear enough credibility to warrant the 

group's time. He hasn't always been a believer.

"WE ARE ALSO TESTING SOME EVIDENCE 
THAT COULD BE A GAME-CHANGER." 

"I have seen two items of 'hard evidence' in the last two years," 

he says. "I was somewhat of a skeptic untilJune of 2011. Then 

some evidence came forth that is compelling. I feel our group 

and another group of scientists are close to solving the mystery 

of this evidence with indisputable proof." 
During our day together, Hestand wouldn't reveal the exact 

nature of the evidence other than to say that it's "good." 

Nevertheless, I couldn't help but be intrigued.  
We traipsed around together in the woods of north-central 

Fannin County, and I took them to a spot where I saw an 

unknown figure on a winter's night back in 1986. My brother 
Bubba tells them of another mysterious encounter back in the 

'
8

0s just about a mile away. While we'll never know exactly what 

we saw, we both know we saw something. After we relate our 

stories, Lyle Blackburn tells me of his experiences.  
"I spent a lot of time as a kid hunting deer and turkey with my 

dad around the North Texas area," he says. "Once I watched a 
show about Bigfoot and realized that there might be a real 
monster living close by in Arkansas, my imagination ran wild." I 

was beginning to see a pattern here.  

Blackburn is a creative type who lives in Bedford and spends 
his time as a Web/graphic designer, writer and rock musician. A 
newcomer to TBRC, he has been an active investigator for only 
two years, but he participates with zeal.  

"I've read a lot books and watched documentaries on the sub

ject over the years, but it wasn't until about three or four years 

ago that I had time to look into the phenomenon more closely," 
he says.  

Blackburn is finishing up a book on the Fouke, Ark., legend.  
"As an adult I have a more rational approach to the subject," 

he says. "Nonetheless, I still feel that sense of childlike wonder 
when I'm out there in the dark woods at night trying to get my 
own glimpse of a legendary creature." *
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lok a the va ous Galvestons-viurtal ard real, naritural and artificial.  
1G,. 23 pp. 98 colr photos. $24.95 exbaoud

- - - -- :'- - - - ri i

,.. . ,. ,,cP: ".

JOHNNY STOUT 
Full-time maker since 1992 
New Braunfels, Texas 78132 
830-606-4067 
www.stoutknives.com 

Texas Trophy Set 
- Blade Steel -CPM-154, or,your choice 
- Handles -Sambar Stag 
- Bolsters -416-SS Engraved 

byfDougArnew 
- Tapered Tangs 
" Rope file work on blades 
" Custom LeatherSheath by Paul Long 

Accepting orders now for the 
Texas Trophy Set. Price as 
shown with engraving $2395.00
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GOODS AI'D SERVICES FOR THE OUTDOOR ENTHUSIAST 

C A R K E T L A C E 

CALL FOR MORE INFORMAL TION & MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS: (512) 799-1045

Handcrafted plaque 
displays denial 
wear patterns to 
dete-mine age

great gift!

- . ,;; HUNTING PRODUC TS 

*rControlers 

-8 

Timer 

F , fj E Ei Or Call 
t ou" weh, site www.magnumhunting.com 281-261-0803

830)257-4538 
Wildlife Enterprises 

Kerrville, TX
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www.wildlifeenterpriss.com
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Best Selling 
Book By O 

rook an 

git idea for friend 

Pccher s, Cr cufa and' Oct/er 72er keys, 

Lcone 5z'a-O idIsor WVo5, is n'//-d m,& J 

c'/w ', ,, ;,c~-a5i' ~s' 

Euy i, .<s/ OMLY k/.9 
Sponsored by ihose leaders in conssrvion: 

ri idafa red 

A psrnes if 'he proceeds gces to support tusmles of fatten game woorde 
To order books, call (214) 361-2276 or 

visit www.LS O swsdcom/botterbook htm

np~ ,}Y K _Specializing i 
+ shallow water flat 

fishing for redf sh, 
trniut & fioni e

" Full Day / Half Day 
" Baffin trips 
* Kayak Fentals 
" Kayaks Shuttle Drop off / pick up 
" Nature Boat Trips far Photography 

and Pr vate Whoopiig Crane Tours 

tal (360 463-6545 
rockportredrunnerayahoo.com 

www.rockportredrunner.com

_ e-

- Heed Triangulation 

N - - -C - -

a~~~ s1&d

12" X 15" Laminated poster 
details physical characteristics 
for Yearling, Immature, Mature 
and Post Mature Buck Deer 

$6.95 ea 
ideal for deer blinds! 

(830)257-4538 
Wildlife Enterprises,Kerrville, TX 
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advertsers,fill out the cordot left orgo o 

or scon the QR code below withyour 

smartphone.  

1. Brenham-Washington County, pg. 9 
800-50-1752 

www.VisitBrenharnTexas .com 

2. C. Kirk Root Designs, pg. 12-15 
800-299-5475 

www. KirkRootDesigns .corn 

3. LaRue Tactical, pg. 16 
5i2 -259-1585 

4. Lone Star Gourmet, pg. 51 
800-239-9886 

www. LoneStarGourmet corn 

5. Peter Emerson Silversmith, pg. 50 
www. PESilversmnith.corn 

6. Pure Texan, pg. 50 
888-655-4367 

www. PureTexan. corn 

7. Sand Creek, pg. 11 
888-489-1680 

www. sandcreekpostandbearn.com 

8. Spimcast W ild lif e Feed ers, p g. 52 
800-950-7087 

www. spincastfeeders .corn 

9. Stout Knives, pg. 51 
830 -60 6- 40 67 

ww.stoutknives. corn 

10. Texas Almanac, pg. 50 
940 -3 69-52 43 

wwwTexasAlmnanaccomn 

11. Texas A&M University Press, pg. 51 
8oo -826-89i1 

www.TAMUPress corn 
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THIS MONTH'S INNSIDER CHOICE 
is Huntsville's landmark The Whistler B&B 

3 blocks from Courthouse Square. Built in 

1859, this magnificent victorian B&B, on 3 
wooded acres, has been meticulously restored. It 

is designated with a Texas Historical Marker 
and recorded in the Texas Family Land 

Heritage Register.  

The Whistler Bed and Breakfast Inn 
906Avenue M 

Huntsville, TX 77320

A - I C0MMg : T

Surrounded by wildlife and utes away from the city, but
beauty, Marks Overlook Lodge 
provides a peaceful getaway 
overlooking the waters of 
Onion Creek. Located south of 
Austin in Buda, Texas, our Bird 
& Bed & Breakfast is just min-

miles away from city 
life. Overlook Lodge consists 
of four cabins with back porch
es that overlook Onion 
Creek. Birds, wildlife, fishing 
and canoeing.

WE'VE GOT EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO CREATE LASTING MEMORIES 
www.marksoverlooklodge.com 512-413-9232

RIO FRIO LODGING 
& NATURE CENTER 

Retreat to 
.: " the Hills for 

a Week or 
Weekend of 
Relaxation & 
Adventure 

Birding, Bat Flight, Kayak & Nature Tours 
13th Annual Nature Quest 
April 25,26,27,28, 2012 

www.texasnaturequest.com 830-966-2320 
www.hillcountryadventures.com www.friolodging.com

TWO FOR ONE 
HOLIDAY/OFFER! 

wwwtpwmagazine.com/specialoffers

B L E 

* Texas Ranch Life. Restored historic Texas 
homes on 1,4

00-acre ranch between Bellville & 
Chappell Hill. Weekend rental includes bass fish
ing, trail and chuckwagon rides, cutting, bird/ 
coyote/raccoon hunting and cow works available.  
www.texasranchlife.com (866) TEXASRL 

* Mariposa Ranch. Cabins, fireplaces, 
Jacuzzis for two, romantic dinners, "Enchanted 
Evening" packages, swimming pool. - Southern 

Living 
www.mariposaranch.com (877) 647-4774 

C F 

* Meyer B&B. On Cypress Creek, Hill Country, 
mid-1800s stage stop, Texas landmark. Pool, 
hot tub, fireplaces, golf.  
www.meyerbedandbreakfast.com (888) 995-6100 

* The Whistler B&B. 1859 Victorian home, 
lovingly restored. Original antiques. Peaceful 
atmosphere on three wooded acres. Gourmet 
breakfast.  

www.thewhistlerbnb.com (800) 404-2834 

F E E 

* Palo Alto Creek Farm. Landmark historic 
German-Texas farmstead on the creek. Ancient 
oaks, abundant wildlife, Hill Country tranquili
ty. Beautifully renovated log cabin, barn, farm
house, all with private spa therapy rooms.  
www.paloaltocreekfarm.com (800) 997-0089 

* Settler's Crossing Bed and Breakfast.  
Private historic log cabins and cottages spread 
over 35 park-like acres, just minutes from 
town.  
www.settlerscrossing.com (800) 874-1020 

* Historic Kuebler-Waldrip Haus & 
Danville Schoolhouse. 4

3-acre deer haven 
near Gruene, rivers. Getaways, reunions, wed
dings, corporate retreats. 10 luxurious rooms, 

Jacuzzis. Delicious breakfasts.  

www.kueblerwaldrip.com (800)299-8372 

* Gruene Mansion Inn. Premier romantic 
B&B, next door to Gruene Hall and overlooking 
the Guadalupe River... a little Texas Magic.  

www.GrueneMansionlnn.com (830) 629-2641 
R .C 

HOPES' HOUSE / 
ROCKPORT, TEXAS 
(800) 924-1008 
www.hoopeshouse.com 
NATIONALLY HISTORIC VICTORIAN HOML.  
EIGHT ROOMS EACH WITH PRIVATE BATH.  
FULL BREAKFAST INCLUDED.CALL FOR BROCHURE 

LOOKING FOR SOMETHING SPECIAL 
FOR HOLIDAYS, ANNIVERSARIES, 
BIRTHDAYS, COMPANY GIFTS ETC..  

Cift Certificates 
ORDER ONLINE ON A SECURE SERVER 

WWW.TEXASBB.ORG

54 * DECEMBER 2011

(936) 295-2834 (800) 404-2834 (800) 
432-1288 

www.thewhistlerbnb. com
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[limited 
Availability 

Less Than e 

404290 
COunces j . ;.: 

of Tanzanite 
Remain in ' . . ;, 

This Special 
Purchase. " 

2 carats of 
Genuine 
Tanzanite 
Save near $700! 

African Gem Cutter 
Makes $2,689,000 Mistake...Will You?
T his story breaks my heart every time. Allegedly, just two years after the discovery of tanzanite in 1967, a Maasai 
tribesman knocked on the door of a gem cutter's office in 
Nairobi. The Maasai had brought along an enormous chunk 
of tanzanite and he was looking to sell. His asking price? Fifty 
dollars. But the gem cutter was suspic-cus and assumed tha- a 
stone so large could only be glass. The cutter told the 
tribesman, no thanks, and sent hir on his way. Huge mistake.  
It turns out that the gem was genuine and would have easily 
dwarfed the world's largest cut tanzanite at the time. Based on 
common pricing, that "chunk" could have been worth close 
to $3,000,090! 

The tanzanite gem cutter missed nis chance to hit the 
jeweler's jackpot...and make history. Would you have made 
the same mistake then? Will you make it today? 

In the decades since its discovery, tanzanite has 
become one of the world's most coveted gemstones.  
Found in only one remote place on Earth (in Tanzania's 
Merelani Hills, in the shadow of Mount Kilimanjaro), the 
precious purple stone is 1,000 times rarer than diamoncs.  
Luxury retailers have been luick to sound the alarm, warning 
that supplies of tanzanite will not last forever. And in this 
case, they're right. Once te last purple gem is pulled from 
the Earth, that's it. No more tanzanite. Most believe that we 
only have a few years supply left, which is why it's so amazing 
for us to offer this incredible price break. Some retailers along 
Fifth Avenue are more than happy to charge you outrageous 
prices for tirs rarity. Not Stauer. Staying true to our contrarian 
nature, we've decided to lower the price of one of the world's 
rarest and most popular gemstones.

Our 2-Carat Sunburst Tanzanite Ring features marcuise-cut 
gems set dramatically in gorgeous sterling silver. Each facet 
sparkles with the distinct violet-blue hue of the precious 
stones. Behind the shine you'll find that the exquisite 
silverwork of the setting calls to mind the detailed treasures 
being produced by Europe's finest jewelers. This is a ring 
designed to impress and it does not disappoint.  
Now is the point where opportunity knocks. If you open that 
door today, you can own this spectacular ring for less than 
$100. If you wait? We can't say for sure.  

Your satisfaction is completely guaranteed. For our 
client-friendly approach, Stauer has Earned a rare A+ rating 
from the Better Business Bureau, a rating we wish to keep.  
So, cf course, your satisfaction is 10094 guaranteed. If you are 
not completely aglow with the Sunburst Tanzanite Ring, 
send it back within 30 days for a prompt anc courteous refund.  
But, please don't wait, onr supply is dropping rapidly.  
|EWELRY SPECS: 
- 2 ctN genuine tanzanite - .25 sterling silver setting - Ring sizes 5-10 

Sunburst Genuine Tanzanite Ring (2 ctw)-$795' 
Now $99 +s&P Save 5696 
Call .ow to take advantage of'this limited of/sr.  

1-888-201-7112 
Promotional Code TZR456-03 
Please mention this code whe=; you call.  

' . , ,Stauer has a Better Business 

BBB d Bureau Rating of A+ 

Stauer a14101 Sou-hcross DriveW Dept TZ456-03 
Butsvillz, Minnesota 55337

Smart Luxuries-Surprising Prices
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Even gas works 
harder in an F-150.

The best you can get.
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